Information and illustrations regarding the Statement Planting to be seen on entering Porlock from the
Porlock Hill direction.
The illustration below hopefully gives an impression of what the PHSSG are trying to achieve to create a
statement planting/floral display seen by visitors as they enter Porlock from this end of the Village.
Statement floral displays at each end of the Village were something that featured quite strongly in the
replies we received as part of the questionnaire consultation.
Creating a display on the unused area behind the wall in front of the Village Hall, raising it up so that it can
be seen above the wall from the roadside, was felt to be the best use of space without blocking the road or
pedestrian access.
We have suggested using the half-barrel planters as we have a ready source of these, they are recycled and
use natural materials, but also pick up on the theme of the historic pub opposite. The PHSSG has
purchased 18 of these barrels to be used throughout/around the High Street. These, along with the others
already being used on the High Street by a number of businesses, such as those outside the Castle,
provides continuity to the floral displays.
As you can see in the picture below, we have also suggested using three at ground level to extend the
display, although we still have to look into land ownership and get permission for these.

Below are the photos of the current views for motorists coming into Porlock from down Porlock Hill.

We have been asked by the Village Hall committee to provide impressions of the platform to be
constructed that the barrels would sit on behind the wall to raise them up. Please see below.

The platform would be constructed of a grid of building blocks supporting paving stones onto which the
barrels would stand. The area under the paving slabs would be faced/finished with stone to create a tier
which matched the raised concrete and stone area already behind the wall.
The current area behind the wall is about 12ft long x 4ft deep. The platform would create a tier about half
this depth, about 12ft x 2ft, to accommodate 5 barrels of about 2ft diameter and about 18” high.

We would like to raise the barrels up so that at
least 25cm (10”) is showing from the road side
to provide more impact when seen entering
Porlock from down Porlock Hill.
We would build a platform to match the
concrete platform already behind the wall to
stand the barrels on. See diagram below.
If the barrels were stood directly on the area
behind the wall the top of the barrels would be
lower than the wall which would hide them
altogether, so some form of platform is needed.
The barrels will be used throughout the High Street at various locations and are also being used by some of
the businesses on the High Street so the theme repeats throughout Porlock, which means they will be very
much in keeping. The barrels in front of the Village Hall will also pick up on the historic pub opposite.
Below are impressions of how the platform would look once constructed and with the barrels in place.

The planting would use perennials with some annuals and bedding plants to provide an all year round display. The
watering and maintenance would be paid for by the PHSSG this year and become the resonsibilty of the PPC as
discussed at the Finance meeting, the annual cost for this having been agreed in principle.

